
Fly Pattern Sheet - Gypsy King Skwala compliments of 2GuysFlyFishing.net

Hook: #8 or #10 3XL 
Thread: 70 Denier, Black
Underbody: Peacock Herl
Over Body: Strip of foam; 2mm Tan/Brown
Underwing: Krystal Flash, pearl or #21
Wing: Elk Hair, light natural
Legs: Barred rubber legs, or similar
Hackle: Grizzly, clipped on bottom

Notes: Skwala is a common name for a 
medium sized adult stonefly, and this 
specific pattern is popular in the northwest. 
Color of the foam, body material, and hook 
size can be modified for local insects. 
This fly even makes a fair hopper imitation.

Start your thread a third of the way 
back on the shank and lay a base.
Don’t crowd the eye on this fly. You will 
be tying several steps in the front third of 
the hook shank.

Tie in 6 or so peacock herls by their 
tips.

Create a thread loop as long as the 
herl and bring your thread forward to 
the spot you started your thread at.

Twist the herl and thread loop 
together to create a rope. Wrap 
forward and tie off at the 1/3 spot.

Clip the excess herl and prep a piece 
of foam by trimming the end into a 
shallow taper.
For this fly the foam is approx 5mm wide 
and an inch long.

Tie the foam, with the tip to the rear, 
so it extends slightly longer than the 
underbody. 

Fold a half dozen strands of Krystal 
Flash over the thread and place on 
top of the foam, centered.

Cut and stack a small bundle of elk 
hair and stack on top of the foam with 
the tips just short of the foam.
The Krystal Flash should be under 
the elk hair.

With just two soft wraps over the elk 
hair, pull down on the thread to cause 
the elk hair to flair. Add one more 
wrap through the center and trim the 
butt ends as short as possible. 
Trim the flash to match the wing.page 1 of 2 
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Cut four strands of rubber legs into 
3/4” lengths and bind two to each 
side with a single wrap. The wrap 
should be tight enough to make the 
legs flair a bit.

Clean the base of a dry fly hackle 
and tie the stem on with a single 
wrap where you’ve been working. 
Lift the foam and rubber legs out of 
the way and bind the stem down to 
the shank under the foam.

Wrap several turns of hackle in the 
center of the legs and then lift the 
foam and legs again to tie off in front 
of the foam.

Tie in three or four peacock herls 
and bring your thread forward to just 
behind the hook eye.

Twist the peacock slight and wrap 
forward to the eye. Tie off and clip 
the excess.

Pull the foam over the peacock and 
tie down at the eye with a couple 
of wraps. Half-hitch and whip finish 
under the foam directly on the hook 
shank. Cut your thread.

Trim the foam at the front to be just 
over the eye, and round the corners. 
Trim the hackle fibers flush with the 
bottom of the fly.

Top view.
Shows the rounded foam at the front, 
the flair on the rubber legs, and the 
spread of the wing.

Bottom view.

Please feel free to share this Fly Pattern Sheet with your friends.  For additional patterns visit 2GuysFlyFishing.net


